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Abstract

Irradiation-induced recrystallization appears to be a general phenomenon in that it is observed to occur in a variety

of nuclear fuel types, e.g. U–xMo, UO2, and U3O8. For temperatures below that where significant thermal annealing of

defects occurs, an expression is derived for the fission density at which irradiation-induced recrystallization is initiated

that is athermal and weakly dependent on fission rate. The initiation of recrystallization is to be distinguished from the

subsequent progression and eventual consumption of the original fuel grain. The formulation takes into account the

observed microstructural evolution of the fuel, the role of precipitate pinning and fission gas bubbles, and the triggering

event for recrystallization. The calculated dislocation density, fission gas bubble-size distribution, and fission density at

which recrystallization first appears are compared to measured quantities.

� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Irradiation-induced recrystallization of UO2 nuclear

fuels has been an active field of research since 1991 when

the first theoretical description of this subject was pub-

lished [1]. In addition, recrystallization has been ob-

served to occur in other nuclear fuels, e.g. U–xMo,

where 66 x6 10, and U3O8 [2]. Three typical features

characterize the process: Xe depletion, pore formation,

and grain subdivision that appears sequentially as the

local burnup increases [3]. In the pre-recrystallized re-

gions of the material, high dislocation densities and

small fission gas bubbles are observed [4,5]. The re-

crystallized regions show a predominant feature of

�0.5–1 lm pores surrounded by sub-micron grains, with
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part of these grains being free of dislocations and gas

bubbles [5–7]. The irradiation-induced recrystallization

mechanism has been attributed to the diminution of

potential recrystallization sites due to interaction (pin-

ning) with vacancy–impurity pairs [1,8], the buildup of

stored energy in the material due to irradiation damage

[9], stresses produced as a result of over pressurized

fission gas bubbles [10], instability phenomena [11], de-

fect saturation [12], and atomic cascades induced by

fission fragments [13]. However, none of the above

models have satisfactorily explained all of the observed

dependencies as well as the sequence of events leading up

to recrystallization. For example, recrystallization is

observed to initiate at pre-existing grain boundaries and/

or the surfaces of large, pre-existing pores. In addition

the onset of recrystallization in uranium–molybdenum

alloy fuel for research reactor applications appears to be

not at all, or very weakly, dependent on fuel temperature

[2]. The evolution of the pre-recrystallized microstructure

of the material is characterized by the transition from an

interstitial-loop and tangled dislocation morphology [4]

to that of a cellular (polygonized) dislocation network
ed.
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consisting of relatively low-angle sub-grains [14]. In

addition, measurements of the change in the UO2 lattice

parameter in fuel that has a recrystallized rim structure

show that the lattice parameter increases toward the

pellet edge and decreases again within the recrystallized

rim zone [15]. Models based on the evolution of the

damaged microstructure indicate that the increase in

lattice parameter can be attributed to the nucleation and

growth of interstitial loops [16]. The subsequent decrease

in lattice parameter within the recrystallized rim region

occurs because of stress relaxation commensurate with

the recrystallization process.

To date, models based on the evolution of the dam-

age microstructure have not been satisfactorily inter-

faced with a triggering event for irradiation-induced

recrystallization, and the role of gas bubbles in this

process has not been clearly delineated. For example,

several conflicting explanations have been put forward

to account for evidence that xenon depletion, pore for-

mation, and recrystallization begin at different local

burnups [16]. In addition, a consensus has not been

reached on the fission rate and temperature dependence

of recrystallization [2,17], on the role of composition and

fabrication parameters such as grain size [18], or on the

role of stress [19]. This paper, presents a model for

irradiation-induced recrystallization that links the ob-

served microstructural evolution of the fuel, the role of

fission gas bubbles, and the triggering event for recrys-

tallization. In what follows, an expression is derived for

the fission density at which irradiation-induced recrys-

tallization is initiated. The initiation of recrystallization

is to be distinguished from the subsequent progression

and eventual consumption of original fuel grain. This

latter process is not considered in this work.
2. Calculation of bubble-size distribution on potential

recrystallization nuclei

The evolution of a cellular dislocation structure is

assumed to be an integral step leading to irradiation-

induced recrystallization. The walls of this cellular

structure and/or the grain boundaries of the resulting

sub-grain microstructure are considered to be potential

recrystallization nuclei. Classical conditions for a viable

recrystallization nucleus are a size advantage and a high

interfacial mobility [20]. In an application of a rate-

theory approach to the microstructural evolution of a

cellular dislocation network, Rest and Hofman associ-

ated nanometer-size bubbles with the walls of the cel-

lular dislocation structure [16]. These bubbles act as a

dragging force on a moving boundary and thus reduce

the interfacial mobility. If the bubbles are of sufficient

size, the boundary will be effectively pinned and will

be eliminated from the pool of potential recrystalliza-

tion nuclei. To determine this effect, the gas bubble
distribution on the boundaries of the cell wall and/or

sub-grain structure needs to be assessed.

Let nðrÞdr be the number of bubbles per unit volume

on the cell walls (and/or sub-grain boundaries) with radii

in the range r to r þ dr. Growth by gas atom collection

from fission gas diffusing from the grain interior re-

moves bubbles from this size range, but these are re-

placed by the simultaneous growth of smaller bubbles.

The distribution of intragranular gas consists primarily

of fission gas atoms due to the strong effect of irradia-

tion-induced gas-atom re-solution. Bubbles appear on

the cell walls and/or sub-grain boundaries due to the

reduced effect of re-solution ascribed to the strong sink-

like property of the boundary [21]. A differential growth

rate between bubbles of different size leads to a net rate

of increase in the concentration of bubbles in the size

range r to r þ dr. This behavior is expressed by [22]

dnðrÞ
dt

� �
dr ¼ � d

dr
nðrÞdr

dt

� �
dr: ð1Þ

The growth rate (dr=dt) of a particular bubble is re-

lated to the rate (dm=dt) at which it absorbs gas from the

matrix. For the small cell and/or sub-grain sizes char-

acteristic of the pre-recrystallized grain microstructure,

the rate of precipitation is controlled by the gas-atom

diffusion coefficient D and the average concentration C
of fission gas retained in the lattice,

ðdm=dtÞ ¼ 4pDrC: ð2Þ

For the small bubbles that have been observed in the

pre-recrystallized irradiated material [4], the relationship

between size and gas content can be approximated by

m ¼ ð4pr3=3bvÞ; ð3Þ

where bv is the van der Waals constant. Differentiating

Eq. (3) and equating to Eq. (2) results in

dr=dt ¼ bvDC=r: ð4Þ

The temperature range where irradiation-induced

recrystallization is observed to occur is relatively low

(below that where thermal annealing of defects occurs,

e.g. in UO2 <850 �C). As such, the gas-atom diffusion

coefficient D is expected to be athermal with negligible

intergranular gas bubble mobility. Studies on the evolu-

tion of helium bubbles in aluminum during heavy-ion

irradiation at room temperature have shown that bubble

coarsening can take place by radiation-induced coales-

cence without bubble motion [23]. This coalescence is

the result of the net displacement of Al atoms out of the

volume between bubbles initially in close proximity. The

resulting non equilibrium-shaped bubble evolves toward

a more energetically favorable spherical shape whose final

size is determined by the equilibrium bubble pressure.
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Bubble coalescence without bubble motion can be

understood on the basis of a difference in the probability

for an atom to be knocked out of the volume between a

pair of bubbles and the probability of an atom to be

injected into this inter-bubble volume. If the bubbles

contained the same atoms as that comprising the inter-

bubble volume, the net flux of atoms out of the inter-

bubble volume would be zero. However, since the gas

bubbles contain fission gas and not matrix atoms, the

flux of atoms into the inter-bubble volume is reduced by

the bubble volume fraction, i.e., the net flux out of

volume is equal to kV � kðV � VBÞ, where k is the atom

knock-on distance, and VB is the bubble volume fraction.

It is assumed that most of the impacted atoms receive

enough energy to travel distances k on the order of the

inter-bubble spacing. Thus, assuming that the atom

displacement rate is proportional to the fission rate, the

net rate of change in the concentration of bubbles in the

size range r to r þ dr due to bubble coarsening without

bubble motion is given by

dnðrÞ
dt

� �
dr ¼ d

dr
2

3
kF pr3nðrÞ

� �
dr; ð5Þ

where F is the fission rate.

The overall net rate of change of the concentration of

bubbles in a given size range is derived by subtracting

the right-hand side of Eq. (5) from that of Eq. (1):

dnðrÞ
dt

dr ¼ � d

dr
nðrÞdr

dt

� �
dr � d

dr
2

3
kFpr3nðrÞ

� �
dr: ð6Þ

The equilibrium population of bubbles is obtained by

setting Eq. (6) to zero

ðbvDC=r2ÞnðrÞ � ðbvDC=rÞdnðrÞ=dr �
2

3
kF pr3

dnðrÞ
dr

� 2kF pr2nðrÞ ¼ 0; ð7Þ

where Eq. (4) has been used for dr=dt.
Eq. (7) must be solved subject to the relevant

boundary condition. The above calculation assesses the

viability of potential recrystallization sites in terms of

interfacial mobility in the presence of fission-gas bubbles

attached to cell walls and/or sub-grain boundaries.

Given this consideration, Eq. (7) is solved subject to the

constraint that the constant of integration is determined

by integrating Eq. (7) only over those bubbles that are

located on potential nuclei. More bubbles than this may

exist within the microstructure (e.g., on sub-grain sur-

faces), but the assumption here is that, at a minimum,

one bubble inhabits every potential nucleus. Potential

recrystallization nuclei are taken as the nodes, or triple

points, of the cellular dislocation or sub-grain structure.

If C0
rx is the initial density of such potential recrystalli-

zation nuclei, then the solution to Eq. (7) is
nðrÞ ¼ 4C0
rx

ffiffiffi
j

p
r

1þ jr4
; ð8aÞ

where

j ¼ 2pF k
3bvDC

: ð8bÞ
3. Calculation of initial density of recrystallization nuclei

If, as discussed above, the potential recrystallization

nuclei are taken to be the nodes, or triple points, of the

cellular dislocation or sub-grain structure, then the

density of these nodes is given by

C0
rx ¼ 1=d3

l ; ð9Þ
where dl is the cell size. An equation linking the cell size

and the dislocation density, qd, can be obtained by

minimization of the total energy (dislocation line energy

plus the energy stored in isolated terminating dislocation

boundaries), as follows [24]:

dl ¼ CACq

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p

qdf ðmÞ

r
; ð10Þ

where f ðmÞ ¼ ð1� m=2Þ=ð1� mÞ, m is Poisson’s ratio, CA

is 3 for cubic cells, and Cq is within a factor of unity.

The steady-state mobile dislocation density can be

determined as follows [25]. Consider a plane in the

material upon which interstitial loops are nucleated at a

rate Knl. When equilibrium is achieved, the nucleation

rate of new loops equals the annihilation rate Kal. If it is

assumed that the loop annihilation rate is proportional

to the number of loops, Nl, and inversely proportional to

the distance between them, then

Kal ¼ N 3=2
l v0; ð11Þ

where m0 is the rate of climb-controlled glide (i.e., it is

assumed that loop glide across the plane to the cell walls

is much faster than climb). The line length correspond-

ing to the loops is

ql ¼ 4NlDl; ð12Þ

where the loop geometry is taken to be square, and Dl is

the average loop size, taken to be equal to half the dis-

tance between them, i.e.,

Dl ¼
1

2N 1=2
l

: ð13Þ

If L is the distance between planes, then the density of

planes is 3=ð2LÞ and, from Eqs. ((11)–(13)), the dislo-

cation density qd is given by

qd ¼
3

L
Knl

v0

� �1=3

: ð14Þ
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Under steady-state conditions DvCv � DlCi (Dv, Di

and Cv, Ci are the vacancy and interstitial diffusivity and

atom-fraction concentration, respectively), and the rate

of dislocation climb is given by

v0 ¼
1

b
BiCiDi: ð15Þ

where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, and Bi is

the relative bias between interstitials and vacancies for

dislocations. The rate of interstitial loop nucleation can

be expressed as

Kn ¼ ai
C2

i Di

2a3
; ð16Þ

or, with reference to one plane,

Knl ¼ ai
C2

i DiL
3a3

; ð17Þ

where a is the lattice constant, and ai ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
=a2 is the rate

constant for nucleation of loops as di-interstitials. At

temperatures less than one half of the melting temper-

ature, defect loss due to recombination is dominant, and

the interstitial concentration has an approximate solu-

tion given by

Ci ¼
K

DiarCv

; ð18Þ

where K is the displacement rate, and ar ¼ 4priv=X is the

rate constant for loss of defects due to recombination, riv
is the radius of the recombination volume, and X is the

atomic volume. Substituting the steady-state solution for

the vacancy concentration in the limiting regime where

recombination is dominant, i.e., Cv ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K

Dvar

q
along with

Eqs. (15)–(18) into Eq. (14) yields the following

expression for the dislocation density:

qd ¼
3

La

� �2=3 ai
BiDi

� �1=3 KDv

ar

� �1=6

; ð19Þ

where the Burgers vector b has been taken equal to the

lattice constant a. Finally, using Eq. (10) in Eq. (9) gives

the following result for the initial density of recrystalli-

zation nuclei:

C0
rx ¼

½qdf ðmÞ=p�
3=2

ðCACqÞ3
: ð20Þ
4. Calculation of the time-dependent density of recrystal-

lization nuclei

Small fission gas bubbles are almost invariable

associated with small precipitates [14,26,27]. Appar-

ently, the small bubbles provide adequate space for the
collection of impurity atoms. Based on these observa-

tions, it is assumed that fission gas bubbles containing

precipitates are distributed on the walls of the cellular

dislocation structure and/or the surfaces of the sub-grain

boundaries according to Eq. (8). The assumption is also

made that one bubble/precipitate exists at each potential

nucleus (e.g. triple points of sub-grain boundary

microstructure). Precipitates having a size greater than a

critical value can pin the boundary and preclude sub-

sequent boundary movement [28,29]. Thus, nodes that

have a bubble/precipitate with size greater than a criti-

cal size rcrit will be pinned and will be eliminated from

the pool of potential recrystallization nuclei. Here it has

also been assumed that there is a correlation between

bubble and precipitate size, i.e. the bubble size is greater

or equal to then precipitate size. The density of viable

recrystallization nuclei Crx is obtained from Eq. (8)

by integration over all bubble radii rP rcrit and is thus

given by the following expression:

Crx ¼ C0
rx 1

�
� 4

ffiffiffi
j

p

p

Z 1

rcrit

rdr
ð1þ jr4Þ

�
: ð21Þ

Upon evaluating the integral on the right-hand side of

Eq. (21) the expression for Crx can be simplified to

Crx ¼
2C0

rx

p
Tan�1ð

ffiffiffi
j

p
r2critÞ ð22Þ

or

Crx �
2C0

rx

p

ffiffiffi
j

p
r2crit ð23Þ

for
ffiffiffi
j

p
r2crit � 1.
5. Calculation of critical bubble/precipitate size

The sub-grain growth rate for randomly distributed

precipitates is given by [30]

dRs

dt
¼ 3

2
aMs

1

R0
s

 
� 1

Rs

� Rsfpc
appr2p

!
; ð24Þ

where ap is a constant of the order unity, M is the grain

boundary mobility, fp is the phase fraction of impurity

particles of average radius rp, R0
s is the average sub-grain

size, and c is a factor that takes into account the lower

force which acts on the dislocations when the precipi-

tates are passed by climb. Sub-grains that are smaller

than a critical grain size will shrink and eventually dis-

appear and the grains that are larger than the critical

grain size will grow. The larger grains grow at the

expense of the average sub-grains until the average

sub-grains disappear. For a given phase fraction of

precipitates fp sub-grain growth will be precluded for

precipitate sizes rp greater than a critical precipitate size
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rcrit. The condition for sub-grain growth is given by

setting dRs=dt ¼ 0 in Eq. (24). In this manner an

expression for rcrit can be derived and is given by

rcrit ¼
3ap
4npc

1

2R0
s

� �2

; ð25Þ

where np ¼ fp=ð4pr3p=3Þ is the number of precipitates per

unit volume, and the sub-grain radius at which acceler-

ated growth is initiated is taken to be at R ¼ 2R0
s .

Identifying the average sub-grain radius R0
s as dl=2,

where dl is given by Eq. (10) and after substituting into

Eq. (25) one obtains

rcrit ¼
3apf ðmÞqd

4npcpðCACqÞ2
: ð26Þ

If it is assumed that the majority of precipitate nuclei are

formed by direct production then

np ¼ /Fd; ð27Þ

where / is the number of precipitate nuclei formed per

fission event. Finally, substituting Eqs. (8b), (20), (26)

and (27) into Eq. (23) the concentration of viable

recrystallization nuclei becomes

Crx ¼
9ðf ðmÞqdÞ

7=2

8p6ðCACqÞ7F 5=2
d

ap
/c

� �2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2k
3pbvB0b

s
; ð28Þ

where Fd ¼ Ft is the fission density, C ¼ bFt, and where,

at the relatively low temperatures where irradiation-in-

duced recrystallization occurs, the gas atom diffusivity is

athermal and can be expressed as D ¼ B0F , where B0 is a

constant of proportionality.
6. Calculation of trigger for irradiation-induced recrys-

tallization

From a thermodynamic perspective, to become a

viable recrystallization nucleus, a node must acquire a

critical standard free energy DG�. The equilibrium

number of nuclei, n�i per unit volume is given by [31]

n�i ¼ n0i expð�DG�=kT Þ: ð29Þ

The temperature dependence of Crx in Eq. (28) is

contained in the interstitial and vacancy diffusivities.

In general, these diffusivities are expressed as

Di ¼ D0
i expð�ei=kT Þ and Dv ¼ D0

v expð�ev=kT Þ, where ei
and ev are the interstitial and vacancy migration en-

thalpies, respectively. Thus, comparing Eqs. (28) and

(29) the critical standard free energy DG� that a node

must acquire in order to recrystallize is given by

DG� ¼ 7

6
ðev=2� eiÞ ð30Þ
and an expression for the critical fission density at which

recrystallization will occur, Fdx can be derived as

Fdx¼
ðf ðmÞqdÞ

7=5
exp½7ðev=2�eiÞ=15kT �

p12=5ðCACqÞ14=5ðn0i Þ
2=5

ap
/c

� �4=5
2k

3bvB0b

� �1=5

;

ð31Þ

where Fdx ¼ Ftx, where tx is the time at which recrystal-

lization is initiated.

It remains to determine n0i in Eq. (31). It has been

shown that the accumulation of dislocation loops leads

to an increase in the lattice parameter [2] up to the point

where recrystallization is initiated whereupon the lattice

constant decreases [15]. n0i is the basic entity out of

which the clusters are composed. For example, in the

theory of nucleation of liquid droplets in a vapor, n0i is

the number of single molecules per unit volume [31]. The

basic unit out of which the cellular dislocation network

is composed is the interstitial loop. n0i is thus taken to be

the athermal component in the expression for the loop

density, i.e.,

n0i ¼
ql

pdl

� �
Athermal

¼ ðCACqÞ2

f ðmÞ
ðKDvÞ1=4

g3D1=2
i

exp½þðev=2� eiÞ=2kT �: ð32Þ

Inserting the above expression into Eq. (31) results in

the following expression for Fdx:

Fdx ¼
apqd

/c

� �4=5 p2k
bvB0b

� �1=5

� f ðmÞ6=5 exp½4ðev=2� eiÞ=15kT �
p9=5ðCACqÞ12=5

: ð33Þ

For UO2, substituting nominal values of the

parameters {B0 ¼ 10�29 m5, ev ¼ 2:4 eV, ei ¼ 0:6 eV}

[35], {k ¼ 220 �A, F ¼ 5� 1017 K} [36], {m ¼ 0:31,
CA ¼ 3, Cq ¼ 1} [24], L ¼ 3� 10�8 m, and /c=ap ¼
2:3� 10�6 in Eq. (37) leads to the simplified expression

for Fdx (m�3):

FdxðUO2Þ ¼ 8:3� 1029=F 2=15: ð34Þ

The fission density at which recrystallization is predicted

to initiate as given by Eq. (34) is athermal and very

weakly dependent on fission rate.
7. Comparison of theory with data

In Fig. 1 the calculated dislocation density obtained

using Eq. (19) is compared with data obtained at two

different operating temperatures. In general, although

the calculated results follow the trend of the data, the
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calculation at the lower temperature is greater than the

measured quantity. However, as reported in Ref. [4] �. . .
when measuring the number of dislocations by the Ham

method, it is very hard to separate extremely tangled

dislocations.’ The range of values for the calculated

dislocation density for the 83 GWd/t fuel shown in Fig. 1

reflects the reported ±50 �C uncertainty in measured

temperatures [5].

The total number of boundary bubbles per unit

volume NV
gb can be estimated by solving Eq. (7) subject

to the relevant boundary condition concerning the rate

at which bubbles are formed at their nucleation size r0.
Nucleation is postulated to occur in regions of high

defect concentration caused by the collision of fission

fragments with the lattice. The highest defect concen-

trations are assumed to occur on or very near grain

boundary surfaces and/or the surfaces of large pre-

existing pores. Consequently, the rate of bubble nucle-

ation is taken to be directly proportional to the rate of

fission-product generation 2F. The constant of propor-

tionality a (a ¼ 0:25 [22]) is the average number of

bubbles induced to precipitate on the boundary by each

fission fragment. It follows from a consideration of the

growth rate of freshly nucleated bubbles that

nðr0Þdr ¼ ð2F adrÞ=ðdr=dtÞr¼r0
ð35Þ

and by substitution from Eq. (4)

nðr0Þ ¼ 2F ar0=bvDC: ð36Þ

The solution of Eq. (7) subject to the boundary

condition expressed by Eq. (36) is

nðrÞ ¼ 2F ar
bvDC

3bvDC þ 2pF kr40
3bvDC þ 2pF kr4

: ð37Þ

Eq. (37) represents the total number of bubbles, i.e.

those on potential nucleation sites and on the grain/cell

surfaces. This is to be compared to Eq. (8) that repre-
sents the number of bubbles on the potential nucleation

sites. The total concentration of bubbles on the bound-

aries is then given by

NV
gb ¼

Z 1

0

nðrÞdr ¼ aF pð1þ jr40Þ
2
ffiffiffi
j

p
bvDC

¼ apð1þ jr40Þ
2
ffiffiffi
j

p
bvB0bFd

:

ð38Þ

Although it is true that, in general, the constant-density

approximation given by Eq. (3) applies to bubbles on the

order of 1 nm in size or smaller, for the relatively low

temperatures under consideration in this paper

(T=TM < 0:4) the contribution to Eq. (38) from bubbles

having radii substantially larger than 10 nm is small.

The bubble density NV
gb as given by Eq. (38) is in-

versely proportional to the square root of the fission

density. At Fdx ¼ 1:8� 1027 fissions/m3, NV
gb ¼ 3� 1023

bubbles/m3. The average value of the square of the

bubble radius is given by

ðr2Þave ¼
R
r2nðrÞdrR
nðrÞdr ¼ 2

j1=2
: ð39Þ

Thus, the average bubble radius is proportional to

the fission density to the 1/4 power and has a value of

7.6 nm at Fdx ¼ 1:8� 1027 fissions/m3. This is to be com-

pared to the value of rcrit ¼ 4:5 nm at this fission density.

Figs. 2 and 3 show the calculated bubble density

(using Eq. (38)) and diameter (using Eq. (39)), respec-

tively, as a function of burnup compared with data of

Refs. [4,5]. In general, although the calculated quantities

follow the trends of the data the calculated bubble

density is somewhat lower and the bubble diameter

somewhat higher than the measured quantities. The

reason for this apparent discrepancy could be associated

with the use of C ¼ bFt for the average gas concentra-

tion in the lattice. This expression ignores the experi-

mental observation that recrystallization appears to be
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initiated on or near the original grain boundaries and/or

the surface of large pre-existing pores. An assessment of

the effect of original grain boundaries on recrystalliza-

tion kinetics will be addressed in a future publication.

Fig. 4 shows the calculated bubble density as a

function of bubble diameter obtained using Eqs. (38)

and (39) compared with data. The theory relates the

bubble density to the inverse square of the bubble

diameter. This relationship reflects the assumed equi-

librium nature of the gas bubbles. This result is to be

compared to that of Ref. [5] where the bubble density

was found to depend on the inverse of the bubble

diameter to the 2.6 power. This dependence is charac-

teristic of a mixed state comprised of equilibrium and

over-pressurized bubbles.

Fig. 5 shows the fission density at which recrystalli-

zation is estimated to occur in uranium oxide fuels as a

function of irradiation temperature. The average fission

rate for the three irradiations shown in Fig. 5 were
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similar (i.e., �7.6· 1019–1.5· 1020 m�3 s�1). Also shown

in Fig. 5 is the calculated dose using Eq. (34) with an

average fission rate of 1.1· 1020 m�3 s�1. As is evident

from Fig. 5 the theory follows the trends of the data

[32,33].
8. Discussion

As shown by Eq. (33), the critical fission density at

which recrystallization is predicted to occur is athermal

(i.e., the temperature-dependent factors cancel each

other out) and is inversely proportional to the atom-

displacement (and, thus, fission) rate to the 2/15 power.

The athermal temperature dependence of the critical

fission density for uranium oxide fuels is demonstrated

in Fig. 5. The theory presented in this paper is also

consistent with recent observations of recrystallization

in U–10Mo alloy fuel [1], where the onset of recrystal-

lization occurs near the original grain boundaries and

appears to be independent of temperature in the range of

350–550 K within a variation in fission rate of a factor of

two. If one assumes that the temperature independence

demonstrated in Fig. 5 for uranium oxide fuels applies

to uranium metal alloys, then the observation reported

in Ref. [1] supports the predicted weak fission-rate

dependence given by Eq. (33). The similarity in recrys-

tallization kinetics between uranium oxide and uranium

alloy materials can be understood in terms of similarities

in defect behavior. For example, in UO2 describing

dislocation behavior in terms of a single interstitial type

(e.g. as in Eq. (15)) can be ascribed to the U4þ ion being

the rate controlling species of the complex, whereas in

U–10Mo the weighted average of uranium and molyb-

denum atoms is the rate-controlling species for diffusion.

If one assumes that the observed bubbles in the rim

region are located at triple-point junctions, i.e., the sites
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that comprise viable recrystallization nuclei, then the

density of observed bubbles should be approximately

equal to the density of these nodes. Spino et al. [6] de-

rived a value of �1017/m3 for the density of pores having

an average diameter of 1.25 lm based on measured two-

dimensional data at a fractional radial position of 0.996

in fuel that reached an average burnup of 40.3 GWd/

tM. The density of viable recrystallization nuclei cal-

culated from Eqs. (20) and (23) at t ¼ tx (i.e., at the onset
of recrystallization in UO2) is �6 · 1019 nuclei/m3. At

this point the initial density of nuclei (given by Eq. (20))

has been reduced a factor of 2.3. Given that some pore

coalescence has most likely occurred between the onset

of recrystallization where bubbles are in the nanometer

size range and Spino’s observation of micron size pores

in the fully recrystallized rim region, this calculated

value for the density of viable nuclei is consistent with

the pore density estimated in Ref. [6].

The derivation of Eq. (33) is based on equivalence

between the thermodynamic description given by Eq.

(29) and a kinetic description given by Eq. (28). The

concept of �thermodynamic equilibrium’ incorporates

the requirement that there should be no fluxes passing

through the system. Diffusion, however, is concerned

with material transport and is a process which is essen-

tially irreversible. In a state of equilibrium, diffusion

fluxes should disappear. Nevertheless, a thermodynamic

description, both as a means of approaching the phe-

nomenon as well as a means for the calculation of

parameters has been found to be extremely useful for the

analysis of migration of atoms by diffusion [34]. Finally,

reasonable agreement between theoretical predictions

and experiment justifies assumptions upon which the

theory is based, although, a priori, these assumptions

might not appear to be well founded.

In the application of the previously developed irra-

diation-induced recrystallization model of Ref. [8] to

irradiated UO2 fuel at relatively low temperatures, an

athermal diffusion coefficient is utilized for vacancy–

impurity pairs that interact with and immobilize po-

tential recrystallization nuclei. For vacancy migration

enthalpies of �2 eV, the predicted fission density at

which recrystallization occurs is proportional to 1/T and

independent of fission rate. The relatively weak tem-

perature dependence is due to the combination of

athermal pair diffusion, recombination-dominated de-

fect behavior, and recombination-dominated vacancy–

impurity pair behavior that cancels out an exponential

dependence on temperature. For migration enthalpies

>2 eV both the fission rate and temperature dependence

of the recrystallization dose become much stronger.

The new theory of irradiation-induced recrystalliza-

tion described in this paper has several advantages over

the model described in Ref. [8]. First, the present model

provides for a mechanistic calculation of the evolution

of the microstructure leading up to recrystallization
whereas the previous model expressed the initial (equi-

librium) density of recrystallization nuclei in terms of a

formation enthalpy. Second, as shown in Fig. 5 for UO2,

and observations of the onset of recrystallization in U–

10Mo fuel irradiated at different temperatures indicates

that recrystallization in this material is athermal, or at a

minimum, very weakly temperature dependent [2], con-

sistent with the findings of the new theory. In addition,

the new theory accounts naturally for observations of

fission gas bubbles and precipitates in a defected

microstructure [2,16].

The theory presented above relates the critical stan-

dard free energy DG� that a node must acquire in order

to recrystallize to the electronic properties of the mate-

rial by DG� ¼ 7
6
ðev=2� eiÞ. The interstitial loop forma-

tion enthalpy (e.g., see Eq. (32)) is given by

ðev=2� eiÞ=2kT . Thus, the critical standard free energy

DG� that a node must acquire in order to recrystallize is

7/3 of the loop formation enthalpy. This relationship

underlies the fundamental connection between damage

microstructure and irradiation-induced recrystallization

explored in this paper.

A consequence of Eq. (30) is that materials where

ei > ev=2 have a negative DG� and are precluded from

recrystallization (and, equivalently, from interstitial

loop formation). This may be the reason why bubbles

have not been observed in certain irradiated materials.

For example, bubbles resolvable with a scanning elec-

tr0on microscope (SEM) have not been observed in

UAlx [37]. Bubbles confined to the bulk (lattice) material

cannot grow to appreciable sizes at low temperatures

due to the effect of irradiation-induced re-solution. Only

when sinks, such as grain boundaries, are present in the

material can bubbles grow to SEM-observable sizes. The

strong sink-like nature of a grain boundary provides a

relatively short recapture distance for gas that has been

knocked out of a bubble due to re-solution, and as such

neutralizes the �shrinking’ effect of the re-solution pro-

cess. These grain-boundary bubbles grow at an en-

hanced rate as compared to those in the bulk material

[21].

Irradiation-induced recrystallization provides new

grain boundaries upon which bubbles can nucleate and

grow at an accelerated rate. Prior to recrystallization,

SEM resolvable bubbles are generally not observed in

UO2 or in uranium alloy fuels. If recrystallization does

not occur in UAlx, then this would offer a basis for

understanding the absence of such bubbles in SEM

micrographs of the irradiated material at high burnup

[37].

Substituting nominal values of the interstitial and

vacancy migration enthalpies in UO2 [35] (ev ¼ 2:4 eV,

and ei ¼ 0:6 eV) into Eq. (34) gives DG� � 0:7 eV. The

mobility of high angle grain boundaries is temperature

dependent and is often found to obey an Arrhenius type

relationship of the form
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M ¼ M0 exp

�
� Q
RT

�
: ð40Þ

The apparent activation energy Q may be related to

the atom-scale thermally activated process that controls

boundary migration (and, thus, recrystallization). The

value of Q for migration of high angle boundaries in

metals of high purity is in the range of 0.25–1.25 eV [38].

This is to be compared to the value of DG� � 0:7 eV

estimated above.
9. Conclusions

An expression is derived for the fission density at

which various nuclear fuels undergo irradiation-induced

recrystallization. It is based on the evolution of a cellular

dislocation network upon which impurity atoms and

fission gas bubbles nucleate and grow. The model as-

sumes that most fission gas bubbles contain precipitates

in accordance with experimental observation. The bub-

ble-size distribution is calculated as a function of fission

rate and temperature. Bubble coarsening occurs as a

result of radiation-induced coalescence of bubbles with-

out bubble motion. Precipitates that are greater than a

critical size effectively pin triple-point nodes of the

resulting sub-grain network, thus eliminating them as

potential recrystallization nuclei. Recrystallization is

induced when the density of viable recrystallization nu-

clei equals the equilibrium number of nuclei calculated

based on thermodynamics. The basic entities out of

which these nuclei are composed are interstitial loops.

The resulting expression for the fission density at which

recrystallization is predicted to initiate is athermal,

and weakly dependent on fission rate. For UO2,

FdxðUO2Þ ¼ 8:3� 1029=F 2=15 m�3. The critical standard

free energy DG� that a node must acquire in order to

recrystallize is given by 7
6
ðev=2� eiÞ. A consequence of

this relationship is that materials that have ei > ev=2 are

precluded from irradiation-induced recrystallization.
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